
Pure Evoke-1XT £99
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Denon’s superb 
track record of 
tuners continues 
with the slick 
TU-1800DAB. 
A quality unit

Denon’s dapper 
tuner offers fi ne 
usability and 
outstanding 
sound quality

NOT CONTENT WITH winning an Award last year, the 
Evoke-1XT is back for a second gong in 2005.

For a smidgen under £100 you get excellent DAB 
performance, including crystal-clear reception 
from dialogue-heavy stations such as Talksport or 
Radio 5 Live, where voices sound natural and real-
istic. There’s also no trace of hiss or any other 
unwanted interference to spoil your favourite 
tunes on The Hits or Kerrang! The mono speaker 
fires out music in a lively and detailed manner and 
the Evoke-1XT gives you a Dynamic Range Control 
option: you can increase or decrease the scale of 
sound to suit your station of choice. You can also 
add a £30 speaker to upgrade the radio to stereo.

If you’re new to the DAB market, the Evoke-1XT 
is a great starting point that doesn’t cost a packet.
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The Evoke-1XT is an 
affordable, easy-to 
use and fantastic 
introduction to the 
world of DAB radio

Features of the 
Evoke-1XT include a 
countdown timer, 
alarm and head-
phone socket

Denon TU-1800DAB £250

PORTABLE RADIOS ARE fine and dandy, but if you’ve got 
a traditional hi-fi system, you’ll want a dedicated 
DAB separates unit to complete the package.

In terms of looks, the TU-1800DAB certainly fits 
the bill. It’s a slender and stylish DAB/FM/AM 
design, its solidly built fascia blessed with an 
attractive brushed-aluminium finish and brightly 
lit dot matrix display.

Hit the Autotune button and the Denon locks 
onto all available stations in your area – you can 
then take advantage of the staggering 200 presets 
on offer (100 DAB / 100 FM/AM). And, once up and 
running, it’s immediately apparent you’re listening 
to something really special.

Tunes from stations such as Radio 1 and Classic 
FM are delivered with fantastic fluidity, rhythm-
driven drive and expressive dynamics. Voices on  
Radio4 sound clear, natural and refined.

The TU-1800DAB marks a highly successful 
transition for Denon from its high-quality 
analogue tuners to the realm of digital radio. 
A worthy Award-winner.

BEST HI-FI DAB/FM TUNERBEST DAB PORTABLE

PRODUCT OF THE YEAR

Pure Evoke-2XT £150
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Small, solid and 
perfectly  formed, 
this pocket-sized 
DAB/FM radio is a 
little beauty 

The Nevada 
is effortlessly 
affordable and 
a fi ne portable 
performer to boot

IF YOU’RE AFTER the perfect DAB radio package, then 
cast an admiring glance at the Evoke-2XT.

As far as Products of the Year go, this Pure has it 
all: elegant looks, superb sound, user-friendly 
appeal and a fantastic array of features.

The DAB/FM radio operates on mains or 
batteries – an extra £30 will get you a rechargeable 
pack that provides a mammoth 15 hours of continu-
ous listening. You also get a clock, timer/alarm, 
headphone socket and line input.

The Pure sounds decent enough with FM signals, 
but switch to DAB and you’re treated to a more 
powerful, expansive stereo sound. The Evoke-2XT is 
capable of delivering notably more detail and bass 
weight than its competitors.

All these attributes make for a radio bursting 
with sonic sparkle – a DAB radio to die for.
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 There’s nothing 
about the Pure that 
could possibly 
disappoint. It’s a 
super-sounding, 
class leading piece 
of portable kit

Nevada ND-01 £80

NEVADA ISN’T JUST a state in the good ol’ US of A, 
it turns out that it makes a darn-good handheld 
DAB and FM radio, too.

The ND-01 is a petite pocket marvel. It harbours 
both FM and DAB tuners, providing excellent 
coverage in areas receptive to digital signals, and 
an analogue back-up in areas that aren’t. The head-
phones provide a fine level of sound quality and 
deliver more detail, dynamics and bass than you 
would expect for just £80.

 Thanks to the supplied rechargeable batteries, 
you should be able to listen continuously for around 
10 hours. Recharging via the mains is fast and easy. 

The Nevada’s user-friendly appeal also extends to 
the bright blue, backlit 
LCD display – it’s sim-
ple to decipher, while 
the navigational joy-
stick is responsive to 
the touch.

In the Nevada 
ND-01, you’ve got a 
veritable bargain – 
slip this winner in 
your pocket and 
enjoy your favou-
rite analogue and 
digital radio sta-
tions on the move.

BEST HANDHELD RADIO
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SENNHEISER 
PX100 
HEADPHONES
£35 
Perfect ’phones, 
whatever your 
station of choice

IPOD NANO 4GB 
MP3 PLAYER £179 
The nano is small, 
sexy and sonically 
stunning. Hook it up 
to the Pure’s line 
input for some 
stereo sound
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